
Prickly Pear Cooperative OT/PT Pre-Referral Form 

Student Name:      Classroom Teacher:                                                                                                                                                                                      
DOB:       Grade:                          Date :                                  
Case Manager: 

Describe 
Concern:__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________ 

Directions: This is a systematic decision-making tool designed for use by an IEP Team to assist in determination of 
appropriateness for referral to Occupational or Physical Therapy.  A pre-referral is part of the screening process, which 
determines the need for a school based therapy evaluation. After you have completed this process, including 
documenting outcomes of pre-referral interventions already tried, a school therapist will contact you to help 
determine if an evaluation is needed. 

Areas of Concern: 

1. Self-Care and Life Skills-  
__Unable to manage own clothes (coat/pants/boots, zippers) 
__ Unable to manage transition between activities or classrooms the same as peers. 
Describe:_____________________________________________________________ 
Other:_______________________________________________________________ 
 

2. Sensory Processing 
A. Organization 

__Unaware of where objects belong (personal items, desk supplies, finished work). 
__ Unaware of class routines/schedule.  
__Poor use of both hands together in a coordinated manner (Holds paper with one hand while cutting 
with the other). 
 

B. Attention 
__Difficulty concentrating in the midst of other activities. 
__Unable to attend to teacher at the board. 
__Diagnosed visual problem. 
Describe:___________________________________________________________________ 
__Over-reacts to sounds/touch/movement within the classroom, gym or playground. 
Describe:__________________________________________________________________ __ Unable to 
manage transition between activities or classrooms the same as peers. 
Describe:_____________________________________________________________ 
 

C. Visual Perception/Visual-Motor 
__Unable to recognize, trace, imitate or copy designs (Vertical, horizontal, diagonal line, circle, square/ 
diamond). 
__Unable to form or recognize letters and numbers at level of peers. 
__Unable to write assignments within the space allowed, in the time allowed and be legible. 
__When able to hold and use scissors, unable to cut on a line or curve accurately. 
*Please attach writing and cutting samples. 
__Unable to match, sort objects or do puzzles. 
__Loses place when reading or writing while copying from the board. 
__Unable to find objects in/on cluttered desk. 
 

3. Manipulation Skills 
__Poor use of pencil, marker, crayon, scissors, glue, paper or book. 
__Poor ability to write in vertical on chalkboard/ whiteboard. 
__Can place and retrieve items from above shoulder height. 

                 __Meeting the Speed and Accuracy Demands of Education   



               __Unable to finish work in the time allowed (at speed of peers). This may be spelling tests, math             

assignments, projects.  Is there an identified learning 

problem______________________________________________________________________ 

Takes longer to perform or learn simple movements as peers. 
Describe:_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
       4.  Positioning 

Poor posture in sit (chair, floor, bench)                                                                                                
Poor posture in stand 
Appears weaker than peers 
Needs equipment for classroom, standing/walking, bathroom       
 
       5.  Mobility 

Playground-unable to access playground equipment  
Unable to keep up with peers within school 
Poor balance 
Unable to run, jump, hop or participate adequately in PE class 
Falls frequently 
Trouble with stairs 
Trouble walking in crowded hallways 
Trouble getting on/off floor or into/out of chairs 
Unable to utilize adaptive equipment already in place (wheelchair, crutches, standers, seating cushions, leg 
braces, etc.) 
 
 
Please include specific interventions/strategies that have been tried and were unsuccessful by the general education 
staff.  A Strategy Help Book may be found on www.pricklypearcoop.schoolwires.com under resources> Strategy help 
Book. 
Strategies: 
 #1:__________________________________________________________________________________ 
#2:__________________________________________________________________________________ 
#3:__________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
All of the following classroom based interventions must be attempted and documentation of the outcome is needed 
prior to a referral to OT/PT services. (See Strategy Help Book for specific handouts/ideas) 

1. Share concerns with Parent. (PTC or phone call) 
Outcome:___________________________________________________________ 

2. Remove environmental barriers.  Use preferred seating, change room arrangement, accessible bathroom… 
Outcomes:_____________________________________________________________________________ 

3. Correct improperly fitting equipment and personal items. Use proper desk/chair size,  glasses… 
Outcomes:__________________________________________________________________ 

4. Assess impact of behavioral issues and cognition on performance, if appropriate. (Psych) 
Outcome:___________________________________________________________ 

5. Adapt curriculum. Chunking work, less work/ more time… 
Outcome:______________________________________________________________________________ 

6. List the short term educational objective(s) from the students IEP which you feel cannot be met without the 
support of the related services of an occupational or physical therapist: 

1. 
2. 
3. 

Thank-you for providing this detailed information on behalf of this student. It will help the therapist better determine 
what the concerns are and what areas need to be evaluated. Please return this to the occupational or physical 
therapist. 

http://www.pricklypearcoop.schoolwires.com/

